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ABSTRACT
Eisting methods to estimate the polychoric correlation and
the polyserial correlation are briefly mentioned. Then general
imputation approach which is origingally used to handle non-response
in survey is described. A particular imputation method called the
predictive distribution imputation, which has the advantage that
an unbiased estimate of the posterior mean of a parameter can be
found, is applied to estimate th correlations. Furthermore, an
iterative imputation algorithm is introduced to approximate the
predictive distribution imputation because the latter one is
difficult to be proceeded.
some simulation studies are implemented to examine the effect
of some factors on the efficiency of the imputation algorithm on
the first hand, and on the accuracy and precision of the estimates
on the other hand. Examples are also given to de,omstrate some
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In many cases, data with underlying continuous distribution
are recorded as ordinal variables with only a few scale steps.
Typical cases are when a teacher gives grades, say, from A to H to









This kind of data often occur in psychology (Lord and Novick,
1968), econometrics (Schmidt and Strauss, 1975) and biometrics
(Finney, 1971). When analyzing this kind of data, a common
approach is to assign integer value to each category and proceed as
if the data had been measured on the interval scale. The chief
objection to the assignment of values is that the method is more or
less arbitrary. Two researchers may assign two different sets of
values to the same set of data and get different answers.
Furthermore, this approach may sometimes lead to erroneous results.
Olsson (1979) showed that the estimates of the correlations by this
approach are biased. Therefore, applying factor analysis,
principal component analysis and others to the estimated
correlation matrix may lead to incorrect conclusions.
Another approach is to treat the problem as an incomplete data
problem with the latent variables being normally distributed. The
observed ordinal data are obtained from the latent variables
through some unknown grouping schemes. Usually, the relation
between the k1 ordinal variable, say, X, and the k latent
variable, say, is that the whole real line is partitioned into
V. unknown intervals, say,, I_,..., I__ and X. is j if Z, falls
in I. The boundary numbers of the intervals are called
thresholds. The problem is to estimate the correlation matrix of
Z's given only the ordinal data, X's which are usually expressed in
form of a contingency table.
Pearson (1901) suggested a method to estimate the bivariate
normal correlation based on data from a 2 X 2 contingency table.
He called it the tetrachoric correlation. Tailis (1962) handled
the case of 3 X 3 contingency table by maximum likelihood
estimation. Martinson and Hamdan (1971) extended to the general
r X s contingency table and proposed a two-step maximum likelihood
procedure to estimate the correlation. In the procedure, the
thresholds are first estimated using only the marginal frequencies,
and then the polychoric correlation, as we now usually call, is
computed given the thresholds fixed at their estimates. They also
wrote a program on the method (Martinson and Hamdan 1975). Olsson
(1979) developed a maximum likelihood estimation procedure to
estimate the thresholds and the polychoric correlation
simultaneously. He also compared the full maximum likelihood
approach with the two-step approach. Lee (1984) extended his
method to three way contingency tables.
Let Y and Z be normally distributed where Y can be observed
and Z is recorded only through an ordinal variable, say, X. The
correlation between Y and Z obtained through Y and X is called the
polyserial correlation, Tate (1955) treated, the simple case when X
is dichotomous. Cox (1974) extended to the case when X is
polyfcomous. Olsson, Drasgow and Dorans (1982) compared the maximum
likelihood estimator with a two-step estimator and an ad-hoc
estimator. Recently, Poon (1985) extended the maximum likelihood
procedures of estimation of polychoric and polyserial correlations
to the general case where some continuous variables are observed
directly and some are observed through other ordinal variables,
She also developed an efficient procedure called the partition
maximum likelihood procedure.
In this thesis, we study the problem from another point of
view, The approach used is called imputation, that is, to fill in
incomplete data, The unobserved values of the latent variables are
imputed so that not only correlation can be estimated but also any
standard complete data analysis can be performed. In Chapter 2,
imputation is introduced as a general method to handle incomplete
data. The. specific imputation method which is to be used in this
thesis is discussed in details. In Chapter 3, new models which are
suggested by K.H, Li are presented. Then the procedures of
estimation of polychoric and polyserial correlations through
imputation are described. Some extensions will be made at the end
of the chapter• In Chapter 4, simulation studies are implemented
to study the effect of some factors in computation efficiency and
accuracy Examples will also be presented. Finally, in Chapter 5,
the advantages and the limitations of the imputation approach to
4the problem will be discusse. A short conclusion is also given in
the chapter.
5CHPTER 2
Imputation -- General Theory
2.1 Introduction
Imputation, that is, filling in for missing values, is a very
common and practical technique for handling nonresponse in sample
survey (see, for example, Rubin, 1978; herzog and Rubin, 1983).
This approach can be extended to handle data sets with different
patterns of incompleteness. it has at least three advantages over
the general statistical method for incomplete data. Firstly, once
the values have been filled in, standard data analysis methods can
be use. it makes the analysis easier to conduct and results
easier to present. Secondly, it separates the consideration of the
mechanism for the incoplete data and the statistical analysis.
The mechanism for the incomplete data is considered in the
imputatin step. After imputation, the mechanism for incomplete
data is not of importance and can be ignored in subsequent
analaysis. Thirdly, in analsysing one variable, say, finding the
mean of X, in a large data set, which suffers from incompleteness,
we need to consider the whole data set simultaneously since other
variables, though not of direct interest, may contain information
about the incomplete value of x and then are relevant to the
analysis. However, when the imputed data sets, that is, the
resulting data sets with the incomplete data filled, are created,
we need only to deal with X only.
There are a variety of imputation procedures for nonresponse
instead of general incomplete data. Some commonly used ones
include mean imputation overall and within classes, random
imputation overall and within classes, traditional hot-deck
imputation, flexible matching imputation, predicted and random
regression imputation and deductive imputation. They usually
impute the missing responses as some simple functions (for example,
the mean) of the respondent values, or as some functions of the
respondent values plus random errors. One may refer to Kalton and
Kasprzk (1982) for detailed description of the various methods.
In contrast, the predictive distribution imputation which was
suggested by Rubin (1978) imputes incomplete data, not necessarily
non-respondents, through sampling from their predictive
distribution. In other words, we need to choose a prior for the
parameters and then sample the incomplete values from their
conditional distribution given the observed data. It is
theoretically grounded from the Bayesian point of view. Clearly,
this imputation method is easily applied on many data sets with
incompleteness other than nonresponses in survey. The most
advantageous point of the method is that the posterior mean of any
function of the parameters can be correctly estimated (Rubin, 1980]
based on this imputation method.
For one incomplete data set, we can create one or more than
one imputed data set. Of course, it is difficult to get the
correct inference if we impute only one value for each missing
datum, because we do not know what value to impute with certainty
(if we did, it would not be missing). We call the procedure of
creating one imputed data set single imputation while that of
creating more than one imputed data set multiple imputation. The
variation among different imputed values for each missing datum
reflects the uncertainty of the datum. The choice of the number of
imputed data sets depends on the nature of the problem. In
practice, it is quite small. Rubin (1980) showed that, by using
the predictive distribution imputation, the posterior variance of
any function of the parameters can be correctly estimated if two or
more imputed data sets are created.
Since the predictive distribution imputation has the advantage
that the posterior mean and variance can be estimated correctly, we
use it in this thesis. In order to have an unbiased estimate of
the posterior variance, multiple imputation is used. In the next
section, Rubin's two theorems regarding the estimation of posterior
mean and variance will be presented. In Section 2.3, an iterative
imputation method (Li, 1986) will be described to approximate the
predictive distribution imputation method because, in many cases,
the latter one is very difficult to be proceeded.
2.2 Parameter Estimation Based on Imputed Data Sets
Let 9 be the parameter vector, Y be the complete data whose
distribution depends on Q, and X= g(Y) be the observed incomplete
data.
Theorem 1 (Rubin, 1980) If the incomplete data are imputed
based on their predictive distribution, then
£[h(0)|X]= E[E[h(0)|Y]|x],
where Y is the imputed data.
Theorem 2 (Rubin, 1980) If the incomplete data are imputed
based on their predictive distribution, then
Var[h(9)|X]= E[Var[h(9)|Y]|X]+ Var[E[h(9)|Y]|x],
where Y is the imputed data.
Theorem 1 tells us that if h(0) is the posterior mean of h(9)
given the i imputed data, Y., and h(9) is the posterior
mean of h(9) given X, then h(9)= h(9).m is an unbiased estimate
for h(9), where m is,the number of imputation. Theorem 2 tells us
how to estimate the posterior variance of h(9) given X. We can
estimate it by taking the sum of the following two parts:
(a) the average of the variances of estimates given sets of imputed
values; and
(b) the variance of the estimates across the multiple imputations,
that is,
In single imputation, Var[E[h(9)|Y]|x] cannot be estimated without
additional information. For Var[h(9)|x] to be estimable, at least
two imputed data sets are required. The two components of
Var[h(9)|x] can be interpreted as follow: the first part is the
variance when we estimate h(9) based on a complete data set while
the second part is the variance for estimating the complete data
set because it equals to zero if we observe the complete data Y and
F[h(9)|Y] is a constant.
2.3 An Iterative Imputation Method
A prerequisite of the predictive distribution imputation
approach is the ability to sample the incomplete values from their
predictive distribution. When the pattern of the incomplete data
is not simple, it is usually difficult to do it exactly.
Approximate imputation method is necessary. One method among many
others is to approximate the posterior distribution of the
parameter by the multivariate normal distribution which has the
same mode and observed Fisher information matrix (Laird and Louis,
1982). Simulate the parameter from this distribution and then
impute the incomplete data given the simulated parameter and the
observed data.
Here we introduce the iterative imputation method suggested d?
Li (1986). The iterative method always improves our initial
approximation. Under some mild conditions (Li, 1986), the
distribution of the imputed data converges to the target
distribution exponentially fast. First of all, the complete data
is partitioned into parts, say Y, Y Y, ...,Y such that for
every i, we know how to simulate Y from its conditional
distribution given {Y.}, and the observed incomplete data. Each
Y can be a vector and may or may not be completely observed. The
iterative method is expressed as follow:
Step 1: Simulate Y,..., Y using an approximate imputation
method. Denote the simulated Y,..., Yfc by
Step 2 Simulate
and the observed incomplete data. Call the simulated
2. Simulate given
and the observed incomplete data, Call the simulated
i. Simulate given
and the observed
incomplete data. Call the simulated
t. Simulate given and the
observed incomplete data. Call the simulated
Step 3 Increase j by one. Go to Step 2 if we want further
improvement, or use as our imputed
data set.
An implementation of Step 2 is called an iteration, A simple
stopping criterion in Step 3 is to fix the total number of
iterations. Other stopping criterion is possible by investigating
the performance of some selected statistics after each iteration.
If more than one imputed data set are required, we can repeat the
whole procedure from Step 1 for each sample. One point should be
noted is that we can consider the unknown parameters as part of the
complete data. This idea greatly helps in many situations in
introducing useful partition of the complete data.
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Let us consider the following simple example for illustration.
Suppose there are n pairs of bivariate normal variates and some
components of the variates are missing at random (Rubin, 1976).
The prior of the mean vector, and the covariance matrix E is the
usual noninformative prior (Box and Tiao, 1973). We partition the
complete data into two parts. Y1 is the unknown parameters ,j.i and
E, and Y2 is the complete bivariate normal data. Clearly it is
easy to simulate Y1 given Y2 and also simulate Y2 given Y1. The
iterative method can thus improve any initial approximate
imputation method.
One last point should be mentioned here is that the idea of
the imputation method is not only used in cases where
incompleteness is encountered. The method applies whenever the
data can be augmented in such a way that it becomes easy to analyze
the augmented data (Tanner and Wong, 1986).
12
Chapter 3
Estimation of Polychoric and Polyserial Correlation
Through Imputation
3.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the models, the imputation and the
estimation procedures of the oolychoric and polyserial correlation
through imputation. In Section 32, the model for the polychoric
correlation will be stated. Since prior distributions of the
parameters of the model should be used, Section 3.3 will be a
section to discuss them. Imputation and estimation procedures are
then described in detail in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5
respectively. On the other hand, the model for the polyser:i.al
correlation is stated in Section 3.6 while the adaptation of the
imputation and estimation procedures for the estimation of
polycharic correlation to those of polyserial correlation is
presented in Section 3.7. Finally, Section 3.8 will be a section
introducing two possible extensions-- extension to normal
distribution with higher dimension and extension to cases where
mixed-up frequencies are encountered.
3.2 Model for Polychoric Correlation
Let Z be random variables of the bivariate normal distribution
N(1i, Z) or
where and
are unknown parameters with P the correlation between Z and Z.
Z and Z can be observed only through two ordinal variables X and
X respectively. Usually the relation between Z, and X,, k=l,2, is
assumed to take the following form:
where is the number of categories of are called
thresholds and are fixed unknown parameters, except that the
extreme points and The summary
information available is the cross-classification table of X„ and
Let be the number of data points with i and
for i=l Without loss of generality,
researchers assume that and The problem
is to estimate p given only That is, the bivariate normal
correlation is estimated when only data from a X cross-
classif ication table are available. Such kind of correlation is
usually called the polychoric correlation. The existing methods to
estimate P are by maximum likelihood approach. Details of the
researches in that direction are mentioned in Chapter 1.
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Here, we aim at imputing the values of Zk's by the predictive
distribution imputati.Cn approach and estimating the correlation
between Z1 and Z2 given the imputed data sets. Instead of assuming
that the thresholds are fixed parameters, we consider the marginal
frequencies of the given cross-classification table are fixed.
This is similar to the assumption of Fisher's exact conditional
tests for cross-classification (see, for example, Agresti, Wackerly
and Boyett, 1979). It is reasonable in many cases. An example is
the grading of an examination. The teacher may fix the number of
students getting each grade in each subject. Finding the
correlation estimate between the results on two subjects should be
based on the restriction that the marginal frequencies are fixed,
rather than determined by unknown thresholds. The marginal
distribution of each Zk need not be standard normal. Consider the









Suppose there are only five students taking both the Mathematics
and Physics examinations. Their results on the two examinations
are presented as 'Pass' or 'Fail'. There should be three students
passing Mathematics and three passing Physics, The outcoming
result is shown in Fig, 3,1.1. Tom and Tim pass both examinations.
Mary passes Physics but fails in Mathematics. Joe passes
Mathematics, but fails in Physics. John, unfortunately, fails both
examinations. Though we do not know the exact marks of the
examinations, we do know that Tom and Tim should have both marks
greater than John's. On the other hand, they get higher marks than
Mary in Mathematics, but we do not know who, among the three
students, gets the highest, or the lowest mark in Physics.
Similarly, Tom and Tim get higher marks than Joe in Physics but we
do not know who, among the three, gets the highest or the lowest
mark in Mathematics. Finally, we cannot compare the marks of Tom
and Tim in both subjects. The results of the other students can be
interpreted in a similar way. This simple example shows clearly
how we can impute the latent values based on the information of the
cross-classification table.
Suppose there are really fixed thresholds as in some other
cases. The model can be used if we believe that the marginal
freouencies contain no information about the correlation. Let
post( P| table) be the posterior distribution of p given the
cross-classification table. Since the cross-classification table
contains the total information of the marginal frequencies (m.f.)
post( p| table)= post( p| table, m.f.]
a prior( P) L(table, m.f. p)
cc prior( p) L(table| P, m.f.) p(m.f. I P):
where prior( p) denotes the prior distribution of p and L(A 3)
denotes the likelihood of A given B. The last value p(m.f.| p) is
the probability distribution of marginal frequencies given P. If
we believe that marginal distribution, and hence marginal
frequencies with given thresholds, of bivariate normal distribution
does not depend on the correlation, p(m.f. p)= p(m.f.).
Therefore, it contains no information about p. Hence,
post( p| table) x pricr( p) L(table| p, rn.f.).
Thus, the problem can be handled by conditioning on the marginal
frequencies. For simplicity, cross-classification tables are
always simulated based on fixed thresholds in the remaining part of
this paper.
be the fixed frequencies of
respectively and
be the order statistics of the
l
values of the variable The relation between
And is that
wher is the number of categories oi The relation between
_ and is defined similarly, The summary information available
is the cross-classification table oi Let , be the
number of data points witl = i anc
The problem is to estimate given onlj
3.3 Prior Distribution
We need to choose prior distributions for the unknown
parameters p and I.
The common prior distribution of
where v is an integer positive or negative such that
That is, ja has the locally uniform
distribution and is independent of the prior distribution for
which is proportional to In particular, if£ is two-
dimensional, the elements and are independent in the
prior distribution. The marginal prior distribution for them are
respectively proportional to and
The prior distribution for are improper distributions.
We take v to be six so that has a uniform prior distribution
over the range (Geisser and Cornfield, 1963)
Suppose we have a complete data set of Z. Let z and S be the
sample mean and sample variance-covariance matrix of the ata set
respectively. The posterior distribution of I given S is
Wishart distribution with parameters S (N-l) and (N-6+p) where p
is the dimension of the multivariate normal distribution. That is,
It a random variate of from the Wishart distribution is given,
p. is normally distributed with mean vector z and variance-
covariance matrix That is,
But one question raises. Since we have improper prior
distributions, we have the problem that we cannot guarantee that
the estimates found converge to the true-ones. There are at
least two ways to solve the problem.
One way is to consider P as the only parameter and fix ,u,
and to be some preassigned values, say,
Hence, the posterior distribution of p given the cross-
classification table exists uniquely. Furthermore, the posterior
distribution of p given a complete data set is proportional to
exp where a 1 and
The summations are over all Z values. Although the
distribution is unfamiliar to us, we can still obtain random
variables from it by simple rejection method. This approach has
disadvantage that it cannot be. easily generalized to multivariate
normal distribution with higher dimension.
9
The other way suggested by K.H. Li is to 'adjust the origina]
prior distribution to a proper one without affecting our posterior
distribution of p. The method is to arbitrarily add two values tc
each unobserved variable. For example, let contain two
'observed' values -0.5 and 0.5 but the corresponding Z values are
unknown. At the same time, Z contains two 'observed' values -0.5
and 0.5, say, with the corresponding Z values unknown. That is,
we use the proper posterior distribution of the parameter given the
artificial values as the prior distribution for our problem. What
19
is important is that our interesting posterior distribution of P is
not affected. The reason is as follow:
Let 8 be the parameter set (1u, Q1, Q2), A be the artificial data,




since the distribution of T (or A)
given p and O does not depend on
pos tpost(
Hence post( P T, A)= post( p T) so that the addition of the
artificial values does-not affect our posterior distribution and
can lead to a posterior distribution of p given T. This approach
has the advantage that it can be easily extended to multivariate
normal aistribution of higher dimension.
3.4 Imputation Procedure
According to the previous' chapter, we should impute the
unobserved values through their predictive distribution given the
cross-classification table. But it is a difficult task to impute
them directly. We adopt the iterative imputation method of Li
(1986) as shown in Section 2.3. The partitions are made such.that
each part can be easily imputed given the others. According to our
interpretation of the relation between the unobserved variable and
the observed ordinal variable, we partition the whole complete data
set into+ 2) parts. The first one is the parameters p and
I. We know how to simulate one set of them given a complete set
of data. The second one is the values of that correspond to the
artificial values of Z. know how to impute them given the
parameters. The third one is the values of Z that correspond to
the artificial values of Z0. The fourth one is the n„, points of
Z2) with X1= 1 and= 1. Given parameters and all other Z
and Z values, we know how to impute the unobserved values.
Namely, Z is imputed from a truncated bivariate normal distribution
of given parameters and the range of Z equalling to (-co, min.
value of Z with X= 2), the range of Z equalling to(-», min.
value of Z2 with X= 2). The fifth one is the n9 points of (Z,
Z) with X= 1 and otner Pa~ts are similarly defined.
The last one is, of course, the n points of (Z, Z) with X=
Let us reconsider the simple example of Figure 3.1.1. Suppose
the distribution of marks is bivariate normal. Two values of
Mathematics marks are arbitrarily taken to be -0.5 and 0.5.
Similar setting for Physics marks. Suppose we have some initial
values for the parameters and the marks of the five students.
Let
be the respective
initial mean and variance-covariance matrix. Firstly, we simulate
the 'artificial' values of Physics marks given the Mathematics
marks and the parameters. This is simply done by simulating random
21
variables of a conditional distribution
where z1 is the artificial mark of Mathematics. Secondly, we
simulate the two values of Mathematics marks given the artificial
Physics marks and the parameters. Thirdly we simulate bivariate
normal variates of the given parameters for John. If it happens*
that the Physics mark is no greater than Tom's, Tim's and Mary's
and the Mathematics mark no greater than Tom's, Tim's and Joe's, we
accept it as an imputed pair of marks for John, else repeat the
simulation and comparison steps again. We replace this pair for
the previous imputed marks for John (or the initial values if it is
the first iteration). Fourthly, we simulate bivariate normal
variates again. If it happens that the Physics mark is no greater
than Tom's, Tim's and Mary's and the Mathematics mark no less than
John's and Mary's, we accept it as an imputed pair of marks for
Joe. Replace this newly pair for the previous one. Similarly,
Mary's marks should be imputed so that her Physics mark is greater
than Joe's and John's and her Mathematics mark less than Tom's,
Tim's and Joe's. Finally, Tom and Tim'should have imputed marks
greater than Joe's and John's in Physics, while greater than Mary's
and John's in Mathematics. Hence an iteration of the imputation
method is implemented. Sample mean and variance-covariance matrix
are calculated and from these, random variables of parameters can
be generated as the first part of the second iteration. The
procedures can be repeated easily.
Now, we can formulate the general procedures of the iterative
imputation scheme:
Suppose we have initial values for the parameters and the data
points.
1. Impute the points of 2 with X= 1 and X= 1. Z is
imputed from a bivariate normal distribution with the range
of Z. truncated to(, min. value of Z„ with X,= 2) and the
range of Z„ truncated to(, min. value of Z with X= 2).
Replace these n11 points for the points from last iteration (or
initial values of the points if this is the first iteration).
2.
Impute the n points of Z with X= 1 and X= 2. Z is
imputed from a bivariate normal distribution with the range
of Z truncated to(-», min. value of Z with X= 2) and the
range of Z truncated to (max. value of Z with X?= 1,
min. value of Z with X= 3). Replace the n data points
from last iteration by this newly imputed set of data values.
C2 Impute the n points, of Z with X= 1 and X= C. Z is
2 1 2
imputed from a bivariate normal distribution with the range
of Z truncated to(- 00, min. value of Z with X= 2) and the
range of Z truncated to (max. value of Z with X =C-1,+»).
Replace the n data points from last iteration by this newly
2
imputed set of data values.
Impute the n.. points of Z with X„= i and= i. Z
ij 1 2 J
is imputed from a bivariate normal distribution with the
range of Z. truncated to (max. value of Z„ with X.=
1 11
i-1, min. value of Z with X1= i+1) and that of Z
(max. value of Z with X2= j-1, min. value of Z with
If i= 1, max. value of Z with X= i-1 is-.
If j= 1, max. value of Z with X= j-1 is-.
If i= C, min. value of Z with X= i+1 is+ oo.
If j= C9, min. value of Z with X= j+1 is+°°.
Replace the n.. data points from last iteration by this
newly imputed set of data values.
Impute the n points of Z with X= C and X0= C0. Z is
12 11 2 2
imputed from a bivariate normal distribution with the range
of Z„ truncated to (max. value of Z„ with X= C -1. +oo)1 111'
and that of Z (max. value of Z with X= C-l,+ oo).
Replace the n data points from last iteration by this
12
newly imputed data set.
Impute the Z values of corresponding artificial values of
Z= -0.5 and Z= 0.5. The values are simply imputed by
conditional normal distribution N(p+° 11'
where and
are the imputed parameters. Replace the Z values from
last iteration by these newly imputed values.
Impute the values of corresponding= -0.5 and 0.5.
The imputation procedure is the same as the above one with
the role of Z interchanging with that of Z.
Impute the parameters and I.
The sample mean z and variance-covariance matrix S are
calculated based on the (N+4) imputed uata values. I is
imputed from the Wishart distribution (S1(N+3), N)
while p is imputed from the normal distribution
Hence one iteration is implemented. Go to Step 1 for further
improvement, or use the (N+4) data points from this iteration as
our imputed data set. Thus one imputation is reached. If multiple
imputation is wanted, the whole procedure should be repeated as
many times as the number of imputed data sets is required.
In fact, as we can see from the iterative scheme, initial
values for all data points are not needed. Instead, we need only
some initial values of the cutting points of the truncated
bivariate normal distribution. In addition, we should have some
initial values for P, p., and Although simluation study
shows that bad initial values do not much affect the accuracy and
precision of the estimates, we suggest using the following
rational set of initial values:
1. p is simply assigned to be (0, 0)' and= a= 1.
The initial cutting points are obtained as the inverse of the
cumulative distribution of standard normal variates, i.e.
min. value of Z. with (X„ =2)
min. value of Z„ with (X =3)
min. value of ZA with (X1= i)
min. value of Z with (X.- C.
min. value of Z0 with (X= 2
min. value of with (X~ Cn
max. values of Z, with (X,=
O. values of
for all
Assign to each Z„ or Z0 a simple value between the
corresponding cutting points. Calculate the sample ccrrelatic
of the Z's. This will be our initial value of p.
3.5 Estimation fo Polychoric Correlation
When the iterative scheme of the last section is implement?
once, we obtain a set of imputed data set. The sample mean and
variance-covariance matrix can then be calculated. To find the
posterior mean of p from the data set directly is difficult.
Instead, we can simulate S from its posterior distribution and
calculate the correlation, p, of each value of S The mean of
the many p's obtained in this way is the estimated posterior mean
of given a complete data set. As a by-product, we can also
estimate the posterior variance of p given the complete data set.
Let the estimated posterior mean of p given the first imputed data
set be p. Similarly, P_,. p are obtained if m imnuted data
sets are generated. According to Theorem 1 in Section 2.2,
is an unbiased estimate of the posterior mean of p
given the cross-classification table.
Simulation study shows that the posterior mean of p given the
fch
i imputed data set is close to the sample correlation of the data
set, say, p', even for small sample size. Hence, for simplicity,
we can use the sample correlation to approximate the posterior
mean. Let us call the estimate obtained in this wav the mean of
sample correlation.
According to Theorem 2 of Section 2.2, we can find an unbiased
estimate for the posterior variance of p given the cross-
classification table. Let us denote the posterior variance of p
given i imputed data set by V. Hence,
is an unbiased estimate for the
posterior variance. Similarly, we can replace V by the asymptotic
variance of sample correlation of the imputed data set, i.e.
AT 2 2
(l-P) N. Simulation study shows again that even for small
sample size the two posterior variances are close to each other.
3.6 Model for Polyserial Correlation
The polyserial correlation is the bivariate normal correlation
when one variable say, is observed only through an ordinal
variable, say, That is,
where and
are unknown parameters.
Let be the fixed frequencies of
respectively. The relation between and is that
where are the order statistics of
the sample values of The problem is to estimate p
given the sample values of and the values of X.
The problem of estimation of polyserial correlation and that
of polychoric correlation are similar except that Z1 need not be
imputed because their values are observed. Hence, the idea of
estimation of polychoric correlation can be applied to that of
polyserial correlation.
The original joint prior distribution of the parameters is
just the same of that of the case of estimation of polychoric
correlation. That is,
where v is taken to be six for uniform prior distribution of p over
the range (-1,1). Similar to the case of estimation of polychoric
correlation, two artificial data are introduced to reflect our
prior information of u and o. The Z values of these two
observation can be taken to be any two distinct values, say -0.5
and 0.5 and the corresponding values missing. Therefore, there
are (N+2) points in total contrasting to (H+4) points in total in
case of polychoric correlation.
3.7 Imputation and Estimation Problem in Polyserial Correlation
Similar to the case of polychoric correlation, the imputation
procedure by adopting Li's (1986) iterative imputation scheme is as
follow:
Suppose we have initial values for the parameters and the data
points.
1. Impute the n points of Z with= 1.
Z is imputed from the truncated conditional normal2
distribution given Z=
where and
are the parameter values.
The range of is(-», min. value of with X= 2).
Replace the n data points from last iteration (or the
initial values if this is the first iteration) by this newly
imputed set of data.
2.
Impute the n points of Z with= 2.
Z is imputed from the truncated conditional normal
distribution given Z. The range of Z is (max. value of
Z with X= 1, min. value of Z with X= 3). Replace the
n data points from last iteration by this newly imputed set
of data.
J.
Impute the n. points of with X= j.
Z is imputed from the truncated conditional normal
distribution given Z. The range of Z is (max.value of Z
with X= j-1, min. value of Zwith X= j+1). If j= 1,
max. value of Z with X= j-1 is -00. If j= C0, min. value
of Z with X= j+1 is +oo. Pveplace the n. data points from
last iteration by this newly imputed set of data.
C2 . Impute the n points of Z with X= C.
2
Z is imputed from the truncated conditional normal
distribution given Z. The range of Z is (max. value of Z
with X= C -1, +o°). Replace the n data points from last
2 2 C2-
iteration by this newly imputed set of data.
Impute the values of corresponding= -0.5 and
The Z values are imputed from a truncated conditional
normal distribution given Z
Replace the two values from last iteration by these newly
imputed values.
Impute the parameters p. and I.
The sample mean, z and variance-covariance matrix,S are
-1
calculated based on the (N+2) data points. I is
imputed from the Wishart distribution
is imputed from the normal
distribution
Hence one iteration is implemented. Go to step 1 again if
further improvement is required, or use the imputed data set as our
final imputed data set. The whole procedure is repeated as many
times as the number of imputations is required.
Similarly, we suggest using the following good initial values:
The initial value of= the sample mean of Z.
The initial value of cr= the sample variance of Z.
The initial value of p= 0.
The initial value of= l.
The initial cutting points are obtained as the inverse .of





min. value of with
Initial max. values of are not in need.
3. Assign to each a simple value between the corresponding
initial cutting points. Calculate p of the Z's. This will
be the initial value of p.
When one imputed data set is created, the posterior mean and
variance of p given the data set can be estimated as in case of
poiychoric correlation. That is, if S is the sample variance-
-1
covariance matrix of the (N+2) data points, Z will follow the
-1
Wishart distribution W (S (N+l), (N-2)). A random variate of
can be obtained by calculating the correlation element of a random
-1
variate of Z from the Wishart distribution. Sufficiently large
number of random variates of p are obtained in order to estimate
A
the posterior mean. Denote it by p where the subscript i denotes
the sequential number of the imputed data set. Suppose there are m
imputed data sets. According to Theorem 1 of Section 2.2,
is an unbiased estimate for the posterior mean of p
given Z„ and X„ only. Let V. be the posterior variance of p given
to 1 2. I
a complete data set. By Theorem 2 of Section 2.2,
is an unbiased estimate for the
posterior variance of p given
Similary, we can approximate by the sample correlation of
the imputed data set, say, and by the asymptotic variance of
the sample correlation
3.8 Extensions
As mentioned above, the method of estimation of polychoric
and polyserial correlations can be easily generalized to higher
dimension of the normal distribution.
For each unobserved variable of the normal distribution, we
add two values of them. The corresponding values of other
variables are treated as unobserved and should be imputed. Besides
these values, each unobserved value of the original data set should
be imputed in a similar fashion as shown in previous sections. The
estimate of each correlation can be calculated in a similar manner
by generating many random variates from the Wishart distribution
where p is the dimension of the multivariate normal
distribution, k is the total number of data points minus one, and n
is the total number of data points minus six plus p.
An example of four variables with three are observed through
some ordinal variables is given in the next chapter.
Another easy extension of the method is to handle some simple
patterns of mixed-up frequencies. A simple example will illustrate
the imputation procedures. Suppose the observed table is as given
in Figure 3.7.1. n and n are known only through the value
n+ n33 The nn» ni2 and ni3 P0:J-Ilts are iraPuted as usual.
The n? points are imputed with the
range of equalling to (max. value of
with X.= 1, min. value of Z„ with X„= 3.1 11'
X7= 1 or 2). The n points are imputed4- Z Z
similarly. That is, when we consider the
min. value of with X= 3, we ignore the
values of the n points with X= 3,
X„= 2 or 3 because we even do not know
1
what n„_ is. Similarlv, the max. value of
33-'
Z„ with X,= 2 do not count the values of
1 1
the n points. When we impute the
(n+ n33 points, we have the range of Z
equalling to (max. value of Z with X= 1,
Figure 3.7.1
A simple example is also presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
Simulation Studies and Examples
4.1 Introduction
Basically, there are eight factors affecting the efficiency
of the algorithm and the accuracy of the estimate. They can be
divided into two sets, namely, the controlled factors and the
uncontrolled factors. The set of controlled factors, which can be
controlled during the imputation procedure, consists of the initial
values of cutting points of each unobserved variable (relative to
the fixed initial mean zero and fixed initial variance one), the
initial value of the correlation, the number of imputed data sets
and the number of iterations for each imputed data set. The set of
uncontrolled factors, in contrast, which cannot be controlled,
consists of the number of data points, the true correlation, the
number of categories of each unobserved variable and the
distribution of the marginal frequencies. Two simulation studies
are conducted to examine the effect of them. They will be
discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
In Section 4.4, we present an example showing the estimates of
the posterior means of the correlations of a normal distribution
with dimension four. Another example shows the estimate when
completely mixed-up frequencies are encountered. It will be
compared with the estimate based on the complete table.
In Section 4.5, we will compare the mean of sample
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correlations of imputed data sets with the mean of their posterior
means. We hope that they are approximately the same so that sample
correlation can be used in order to save computational effort.
Finally, Section 4.6 will be a conclusion, summarizing the
results of this chapter.
4.2 Simulation Study I-- Effect of Controlled Factors
One aim of this simulation study is to examine the effect of
initial values of the cutting-points and the correlation on the
rate of convergence of the algorithm. Another aim is to determine
the number of imputed data sets and the number of iterations in
order to get satisfactory estimate of the correlation.
For simplicity, we only use one 4 X 6 cross-classification
table in Table 4.2.1. The true correlation is 0.5. We hope that
effect of the controlled factors on polyserial correlation are
similar to that on polychoric correlation, and the effect of the
controlled factors on any estimates with different sets of
uncontrolled factors are more or less the same.
The levels of the factors are as follows:
Factor 1: Initial Correlation
1. good initial correlation-- 0.5
2. fair initial correlation-- 0.0
3. bad initial correlation-- -0.4
4. rational correlation-- 0.4317
(as described in Section 3.3)
Factor 2: Initial cutting points
1. good cut (-0.67, 0.00, 0.67) for and
(-1.00, -0.40, 0.00, 0.40, 1.00) for X2
2. fair cut
(0.00, 0.40, 1.00) for X and
(-1.00, -0.40, 0.00, 0.40, 1.00) for X2
3. bad cut (0.00, 0.40, 1.00) for X and
(-0.67, 0.00, 0.40, 1.00, 1.20) for X£
4. rational cut (-0.5828,0.0753, 0.8779) for X and
(-1.0800, -0.3853, -0.1004, 0.5244,
%
0.9945) for X2
(as described in Section 3.3)
Factor 3: Number of imputed data sets is ranging from two to ten.
Factor 4: Number of iterations is ranging from one to ten.
Table 4.2.1
Ten sets of initial values are formed by combining different
levels of Factors 1 and 2. They are:































Each different level of Factor 3 and Factor 4 is combined with each
set of initial values so that there will be 900 different
combinations. Ten independent estimates are obtained for each of
the combinations. Root Mean Square (R.MS) will be calculated as
where o. is the i-th independent estimate.
Totally there are 900 RMS and the)' are presented in Table 4.2.2 to
Table 4.2.11.
To examine 900 values altogether is a difficult job.
Therefore, when we concentrate on some factors each time and
examine their effect, we pool all other factors together by taking
average of all RMS with the same levels of the examined factors.
For example, when we have interest in examining the effect of the
number of iterations, we should have ten average RMS because there
are ten levels of the factor. In finding the average RMS, say, .'of
iteration one, we add all RMS with corresponding iteration
equalling to one and take the average. That is, there are nine RMS
to be added for each set of the ten sets of initial values so that
Table 4.2,2; RMS
Set 1 t Good Cut and Good Correlation


















































































Remark NRHO= number of imputed data sets
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Remark NRHO- number of imputed data sets
ITER= number of iterations
Table 4.2.4 : RMS
Good Cut and Bad Correlation
MR HO 9 3 4 5 6
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Table 4,2,5: RMS
Set 4: Fair Cut and Good Correlation
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Remark NRHO- number of imputed data sets
ITER= number of iterations
Table 4,2.6: RMS
Set 5: Fair Cut and Fair Correlation
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Remark NRHO= number of imputed data sets
ITER= number of iterations
Table 4.2,7: RMS
Set 6 t Fair Gut and Bad Correlation
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TaM e A 9 R! RMS
Set 7: Bad Cut and Good Correlation
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Remark NRHO= number of imputed data sets
ITER- number of iterations
Tahlp 4.2.9: RMS
Set 8: Bad Cut and Fair Correlation





































































































Remark NRHO= number of imputed data sets
ITER- number of iterations
Table 4.2.10 s RMS
Set 9: Bad Gut and Bad Correlation
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Table A.2.11 R!ts
Set 10 z Rational Cut and Rational Correlation
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ITER= number of iterations
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ninty RMS are accounted for one average RCS.
First of all, let us examine the effect of different initial
values by comparing the average RMS of the ten sets of RMS. The
result is presented in Table 4.2.12. It shows that a set of better
initial values leads to a better estimate with the effect of
initial correlation greater than that of initial cutting points.
The rational set of initial values, however, shows satisfactory
result.
Table 4.2.12
Average RMS of different sets
Set Cutting points Correlation Averae RMS
1 good 0.02549good
2 f airgood 0.03988
3 badgood 0.04766
4 f air 0.02979good
3 fair fair 0.04033
6 fair bad 0.05287
7 bad 0.02705good
8 bad fair 0.04704
9 bad bad 0.05385
10 rational rational 0.03040
Next, we will Concentrate on examining the.eff ec t of the
number of iterations. Three sets of results are presented
respectively in Tables 4.2.13-11.5.
The three tables of results show a general decrease of average
RMS during the first few iterations and after that, the average RMS
seem to fluctuate randomly. This may suggest that after a certain
number of iterations, the improvement in accuracy is negligible.
Further investigation of Table 4.2.14 shows that different
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initial cutting points almost dive the same patterns of average
RMS. It tells us that the effect of initial cutting points may
have little effect on our estimates. In contrast, the initial
correlation has much effect in the sense that a worse initial
correlation significantly needs more iterations (Table 4.2.15).
But fortunately, after five or six iterations, the initial
correlation seems to have little effect on the estimates. So as
the initial cutting points, of course. In addition, comparison
between rational corr.(or cut) and true corr.(or cut) (which
comes from Set 1 of RMS) shows that the rational correlation and
cutting points are good initial values.
For the worst case,, six iterations are enough and for good
initial values, even one iteration is enough. The results above
suggest that the number of iterations used should be greater than
or equal to six.
Table 4.2.13
Average RMS of different no. of iterations













Average RMS by no. of iterations cutting points
No. of good fair bad rational true
iterations Cut cut cut cut cut
1 0.10003 0.12414 0.12836 0.02753 0.02168
2 0.04342 0.05443 0.05952 0.02622 0.02560
3 0.03436 0.03427 0.04175 0.02260 0.01779
4 0.02576 0.02973 0.03093 0.02937 0.01787
5 0.02991 0.02636 0.02600 0.03919 0.02225
6 0.03087 0.02715 0.02766 0.03798 0.02837
7 0.03114 0.03027 0.02657 0.03229 0.03772
8 0.02698 0.02616 0.02574 0.03530 0.03076
9 0.02737 0.02782 0.02749 0.03142 0.02460
10 0.02692 0.03236 0.03244 0.02205 0.02821
,.The last column named true cut comes from Set 1 which not
only has the true cutting points as the initial cutting points
but also the true correlation as the initial correlation.
Table 4.2.15
Average RMS by no. of iterations correlation
No. of good fair bad rational true
iterations corr. corr. corr., corr, corr.
1 0.02732 0.12504 0.19743 0.02753 0.02168
2 0.02620 0.05910 0.07207 0.02622 0.02560
3 0.02465 0.04254 0.04320 0.02260 0.01779
4 0.02692 0.02811 0.03139 0.02937 0.01787
5 0.02459 0.02925 0.02842 0.03919 0.02225
6 0.02520 0.03283 0.02765 0.03798 0.02837
7 0.03164 0.02804 0.02830 0.03229 0.03772
8 0.02880 0.02332 0.02676 0.03530 0.03076
0.026559 0.02651 0.02963 0.03142 0.02460
10 0.03255 0.02943 0.02976 0.02205 0.02821
-The last column named true corr. comes from Set 1 which not
only has the true correlation as the initial correlation, but
also the true cutting points as the initial cutting points.
This note also applies to Tables 4.2.17-20.
Now, let us examine the effect of the number of imputed data
sets. Table 4.2.16 shows the average RMS of different number of
imputed data sets. The pattern is clear. More number of imputed
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data sets leads to more accurate estimates but five or six imputed
data sets seem to be enough. Similar to Tables 4.2.14-15, Table
4.2.16 is split up into few columns. The results are placed in
Table 4.2.17 and Table 4.2.18 respectively.
Table 4.2.16
Average RMS of different no. of imuuted data sets










The general pattern-that more imputed data sets leads to more
accurate estimate is still present in every situation as shown in
the columns of average RMS of Table 4.2.17 and Table 4.2.18. But
it seems that no matter how many imputed data sets are created,
fair and bad initial values would never give estimates as good
as those of good values. The phenomenon is even exaggerated in
Table 4.2.18. When lair and bad
correlations are chosen, ten
imputed data sets do not lead to an estimate as good as that of two
imputed data sets for good correlation. Once again, we can
observe that the effect of initial cutting points is not as much as
that of initial correlation.
On the other hand, it seems that choosing a set of initial
values is important. But we should notice that, for example, that
the average RMS of Lad correlation is large is due to the large
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RAMS of the first few iterations. As mentioned above, only the
first-six iterations will improve the estimates significantly.
Therefore, Tables 4.2.17-18 are re-constructed with the
ignorance of the first five iterations, i.e. only iteration six to
iteration ten are accounted for the average RMS. The results are
shown in Tables 4.2.19-20 respectively. They show the picture that
neither initial correlation nor initial cutting points have
significant effect on our estimates but more imputed data sets will
lead to more accurate estimate.
Table 4.2.17
Average RMS by no. of imputed data sets cutting points
good fair bad rational trueNo. Of imputed











Average RMS by no. of imputed data sets correlation
No. of imputed good fair bad rational true












Average RMS by no. of imputed data sets cutting Doints
when no. of iterations is greater than five
No. Of imputed good fair bad rational true
data sets cut cut cut cut cut
2 0.04162 0.03967 0.03524 0.04203 0.04233
3 0.03177 0.03482 0.03216 0.04009 0.03496
4 0.02880 0.03164 0.02959 0.03997 0.03077
5 0.02697 0.02940 0.02961 0.03241 0.02904
6 0.02592 0.02718 0.02761 0.03029 0.02841
7 0.02637 0.02523 0.02579 0.02789 0.02790
8 0.02560 0.02439 0.02547 0.02549 0.02633
9 0.02500 0.02379 0.02389 0.02409 0.02461
10 0.02585 0.02269 0.02247 0.02404 0.02506
Table 4.2.20
Average RMS by no. of imputed data sets correlation
when no. of iterations is greater than five
1o. of imputed good fair bad rational true
data sets corr. corr. corr. corr., corr.
2 0.04077 0.03662 0.03913 0.04203 0.04233
0.035093 0.03146 0.03220 0.04009 0.03496
4 0.03265 0.02910 0.02827 0.03997 0.03077
5 0.02967 0.02782 0.02849 0.03241 0.02904
6 0.02783 0.02634 0.02655 0.03029 0.02841
7 0.02542 0.02575 0.02622 0.02789 0.02790
8 0.02394 0.02549 0.02603 0.02549 0.02633
0.025109 0.02284 0.02474 0.02409 0.02461
0.02230 0.02455 0.02416 0.0240410 0.02506
Therefore, hereafter, in Simulation Study II and all other
examples, we impute six data sets for estimation and the number of
iterations is six, too.
Of course, we will not choose the initial values blindly. We
can use the rational set of initial values. Even it is the worst
set (as Set 9), six iterations are enough and six imputed data sets
will lead to a good estimate.'
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Finally, let us re-compare the average RMS of the ten sets of
data with the number of imputed data sets and the number of
iterations both greater than or equal to six. The results shown in
Table 4.2.21 tell us that initial values are no more have
significant effect on the estimates.
Table 4.2.21
Average RMS of different sets when no. of iterations












4.3 Simulation Study II-- Effect of Uncontrolled Factors
This simulation study aims at examining the effect of the
number of data points, the value of the true correlation, the
number of categories of each ordinal variable and the distribution
of marginal frequencies on the accuracy of the estimates. In
addition, the estimates of polyserial correlations and those of
polychoric correlation will be compared. In this study, the number
of imputed data sets is six, the number of iterations is six and
the set of initial value of cutting points and correlation are the
rational set.
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Three hundreds bivariate normal data are simulated for
correlation equalling to 0.0, 0.5 and 0.9. Therefore, there are
basically three sets of data. They are grouped according to
different combinations of the levels of the factors which are going.
to be studied in this section. If only fifty (or one hundred) data
points are needed, the first fifty (or one hundred) simulated data
will be chosen. The levels of the factors are as follows:








Factor 3: Kind of correlation (with number of categories and
distribution of marginal frequencies)
1. Polychoric correlation
(size of cross-classification table and values of
true cutting points)
a. small and symmetry--
3 X 3 table and cutting points (-0.41, 0.41) for X1
and cutting points (-0.41, 0.41) for X2
b. small-and skewness
3 X 3 table.and cutting points (0.00, 0.85) for X1
and cutting points (0.00, 0.85) for X2
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c. large and symmetry--
4 X 6 table and cutting points (-0.67, 0.00, 0.67)
for X1 and cutting points (-1.00, -0.40, 0.00,
0.40, 1.00) for X2
d. large and skewness--
4 X 6 table and cutting points (0.00, 0,50, 1.00)
for X1 and cutting points (-0.30, 0.00, 0.30,
0.60, 1.00) for X,
2. Polyserial correlation
(number of categories of and values of true cutting
points of the ordinal variables X2)
a. small and symmetry--
[three categories (let it be denoted by X 3,
contrasting to r X 3 cross-classification table for
some value r)]
X 3 and cutting points (-0.41, 0.41) for X2
b. small and skewness--
X 3 and cutting points (0.00, 0.85) for X2
c. large and symmetry--
X 6 and cutting points (-1.00, -0.40) 0.00,
0.40, 1.00) for X2
d. large and skewness--
X 6 and cutting points (-0.30, 0.00, 0.30,
0.60, 1.00) for X2
Therefore, there are totally seventy-two groups of simulated data
and seventy-two estimates with their corresponding posterior
standard deviations are presented in Table 4.3.1 and Table 4.3.2.
Table 4.3.1
Estimation of Polyserial Correlation
True Correlation
N- 50


























































































the values with means that~ |sCd. 2. That is, an asymptotic
95 7o confidence interval will not contain the true correlation,
the values with are asymptotic s.d.2.
Table 4.3.2
Estimation of Polvchoric Correlation
True Correlation
N» 50


























































































1. the values with means that[- p j sCd. 2. That is, an asymptotic
95 7o confidence interval will not contain the true correlation.
2. the values with are asymptotic s.d.
The sample correlations P (N=50, 100 or 300 is the number of data
points) of the original normal data and their asymptotic standard
deviations are also given for comparison. As a by-product, the
sample correlation of each imputed data set is calculated (not
presented in Table 4.3.1 and Table 4.3.2). When it replaces the
corresponding posterior mean of correlation, the final estimate
obtained is called the mean of sample correlations. The means will
be used in Section 4.5 for comparing with the posterior means.
In comparing the estimates, we use the following two sets of
scoring:
i.• Measure of accuracy
Find the value d= P- p where p is the estimate of the
posterior mean and p is the true correlation.
Similar to Simulation Study I, a score (let us call it the
Q-score) is calculated as the average of a set of d values
which belong to the same combination of the levels of
interesting factors.
A-0 Measure of precision--
The s-score is calculated as the average of a set of s.d. which
belong to the same combination of the levels of interestfn
factors.
Let us first discuss some general pictures of Table 4.3.1 and
Table 4.3.2. The estimates of the posterior standard deviations
are greater than the corresponding asymptotic ones of the original
data sets. The phenomenon is reasonable since there is loss of
information in the cross-classification tables when compared with
the whole data sets. When we consider t= ds as asymptotically
absolute normal variable, we note that only two of the t-values are
greater than two, showing that most of the 957„ confidence intervals
contain the true correlation.
Now, five different comparisons are made.
To compare the effect of the number of categories:1.
Table 4.3.3
ComDarison between more less categories
Polychoric correlation Polyserial correlation
3X3 4X6 X 3 X 6
d-score 0.07813 0.07697 0.07648 0.07151
s-score 0.07955 0.07403 0.06883 0.06460
As we can expect, the estimates are more precise (closer to the
true correlation) and accurate (smaller in s.d.) if more
categories are present in both cases of polyserial and
polychoric correlations (Table 4.3.3).
2. To compare the effect of the true correlation:
The results in Table 4.3.4 and Table 4.3.5 show that the
estimates with larger true correlations are more accurate and
precise. In fact,| p- f| sd. are always the smallest in
case true correlation is 0.9, and are always the largest in
case true correlation is 0.0. If the posterior variance of a
complete data set can be really approximated by (1-p) N
s-scores are of course larger for larger absolute true
correlation. Meanwhile, the fact that larger d-score occurs in
case with larger true correlation is reflected by the values of
p. Of course, this is reasonable as the corresponding standard
deviation is small for large true correlation and the estimate
is closer to the true one.
Table 4.3.4
d-scores by correlation sample size
true correlation: 0.0 0.5 0.9
N= 50 0.21839 0.11362 0.02362
100 0.10821 0.04129 0.00830
300 0.12350 0.03827 0.00673
Table 4.3.5
s-scores by correlation sample size
true correlation: 0.0 0.5 0.9
N= 50 0.15646 0.11010 0.02831
100 0.11163 0.08491 0.02569
300 0.06658 0.04755 0.01455
3. To compare the effect of the number of data points (sample
size):
Consider again Tables 4.3.4-5, we can observe that the effect
of the number of data points are about the same as that of true
correlation-- large sample size leads to more accurate and
precise estimates. Once again, the s-scores show consistency
with the posterior variance approximation (1- p) N.
4. To compare the effect of the distribution of marginal
frequencies:
The results in Table 4.3.6 show us what we expect-- the
distribution of the marginal frequencies has effect on the
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estimates and more evenly distribution of the frequencies leads
to more accurate and precise estimates. That is, a cell with
small value in frequency may lead to less satisfactory result.
2
This is similar to the case of X-test in a contingency table.
Table 4.3.6
Comparison between symmetry & skewness
Polychoric correlation Polyserial correlation
symmetry skewness symmetry skewness
d-score 0.06712 0.08797 0.06420 0.07412
s-score 0.07854 0.07504 0.06507 0.06836
5. To compare the effect of different kinds of correlations:
The estimates of polyserial correlations are compared with the
polyserial ones. We expect the estimates of the former ones
are more accurate and precise since there are relatively less
loss of information. In fact, Table 4.3.3 and Table 4.3.6 show
the phenomenon.
In conclusion, we can say that the algorithm works well even
in the case of moderate sample size, much loss-of information (i.e.
polychoric correlation and small cross-classification table) and
marginal frequencies not evenly distributed.
4.4 Extensions
Let Z = where
Three hundred random samples are drawn from the distribution.
Z1 remains observed while Z, Z, and Z are observed through
ordinal variables X, X and X respectively, where the cutting
points are X: (0.1),
That is j Z and Z are divided into two, three and four groups
respectively. The initial estimates of I and the cutting points
are the rational ones. Six iterations and six imputed data sets













The values in the parenthesis are the corresponding estimates of the
posterior standard deviations.
The estimates of corr(Z1, Z) and corr(Z, Z) are not very
good. This phenomenon is similar to the cases when true
correlation is close to zero in Section 4.3. The other estimates
are as good as in cases of estimation of polychoric and polyserial
correlations. This suggest that the patterns observed in the
simulation studies may also apply in cases when the normal
distribution is of higher dimension.
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Another extension is that simple pattern of mixed-up
frequencies can be easily handled. We take Olsson's (1979) data
set for illustration (Table 4.4.1). Suppose the two values 132




Mixed-up frequenciesComplete set of frequencies
41 23641 X32 104





ExaMole of mixed-up frequencies
Standard DeviationCorrelation
0.500True





We will estimate polychoric correlation for both the complete
table and the mixed-up frequencies table. The set of initial
values for the complete table is the rational set as defined in
Section 3.3. In case of mixed-up frequencies, the value 236 is
arbitrarily divided into two equal values for finding the initial
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"rational values. But we can observe that only the initial
correlation and the larger initial cutting point of X1 is different-
from those of the complete table. The estimates are shown in
Table 4.4.3. Olsson's (1979) and Poon's (1985) estimates are also'
included. Our two estimates are as accurate and precise as theirs.
4.5 Between Sample Correlation and Posterior Mean
As mentioned in Section 4.3, the sample correlations are
obtained in order to be compared with the posterior means.
Table 4.5.1 shows nine of them and one more of sample size twenty.
Larger sample size leads to closer of the two estimates of
correlations and the two corresponding standard deviations. But
for small sample size, the result is also satisfactory. Thus,
sample correlation and the asymptotic standard deviation can be
used in order to save computational effort.
Table 4.5.1*
True Correlation Std. Demo.
N Correlation Sample Posterior Sample Posterior










The cross-classification tables are 3 X 3 with the marginal
Frequencies are quite evenly distributed.
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4.6 Conclusion
The first simulation study tells us that even bad initial
values will lead to a satistfactory estimate in small number of
iterations and imputed data sets. But we should not blindly choose
the initial values. The rational set of initial values is a good
start. The example shows that six iterations may already be enough
and more iterations may not improve the estimate significantly. On
the other hand, more imputed data sets are necessary for better
estimate. We suggest using six iterations and six imputed data
sets. The second simulation study shows that the imputation
algorithm works well even for moderate sample size (N= 100). In
addition, under unfavorable conditions such as much loss of
information (for example, only a 3 X 3 cross-classification table
of moderate sample size is available) or cells with small
frequencies, the algorithm can still give satisfactory results.
the two examples in Section 4.3 demonstrate two possible
extensions of the algorithm. The results tell us that the
estimates are good. Furthermore, if less computational effort is
wanted, we suggest using the sample means and asymptotic variances
of sample correlations to approximate the posterior means and
variances since they are more or less the same even for small
sample size.
The overall performance of the simluation studies and the
examples give us sufficient confidence in the imputation approach




The imputation approach is recommended in this thesis to
estimate the polychoric and polyseriai correlations. It can be
easily extended to at least two ways, namely, handling cross-
classification tables of any dimension and mixed-up frequencies.
Another obvious advantage is that once the imputed data sets are
created, we can use them in analysis other than the estimation of
the correlations.
Furthermore, as a by-product, the imputed data will tell
something about our basic assumption-- data coming from normal
distribution. Since we impute the data from normal distribution,
we expect the resulting data set to be more normal than the
original one if the latter one is in fact not. Therefore we
suspect the basic assumption if the imputed data sets look non-
normal. For example, we observe data as shown in Table 5.1. Based
on the normal assumption, six imputed data sets are created. The
marginal distributions are tested for normality by regressing the
values against their normal scores. If the data are normally
distributed, the multiple correlation coefficient should be greater
than certain values depending on the sample size and the
significant level (see, for example, Ryan and Joiner, 1981). If
one of the two marginal distributions is suspected to be non--
normal, we suspect the whole distribution not bivariate normal.
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The six imputed data sets have three
Table 14 .1 cases of X1 and four cases of X2 are rejected
for normality with significance level 0.05.
255 5
None of the data sets has both tests passed.
x2 1010 10
Therefore, we suspect that the original data
15 5 15
are not normally distributed. In fact, even
X1
when we create 100 imputed data sets, only
nine data sets have both tests passed.
If we s till estimate the correlation
under normal assumption, we do not know how serious the effect is.
One research topic can be the checking for robustness to the normal
assumption. On the other hand, if the distribution is known a
priori, the approach can easily be adapted.
The imputation approach, of course, has its limitation. The
most significant limitation is that the computation time increases
as the sample size increases. (But hopefully, the advanced
computer technology today can handle our approach without any
difficulty.) Further research may be done on decreasing the
computation time. One probable direction is that only the
sufficient statistics are imputed because the estimates are based
on sufficient statistics only.
Finally, we must say that the imputation approach to the
estimations of polyserial and polychoric correlations is a good
method and always leads to good estimates.
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